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TGI LAUNCHES “TGI FAST PASS”, GUARANTEED DELIVERY IN 90 MINUTES OR LESS

Tire Group International introduces a new
delivery service – TGI Fast Pass. Starting immediately, South Florida customers
can now receive their tire order in 90 minutes or less, guaranteed. The TGI
Fast Pass program is an extension to its existing twice a day delivery service.
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“We’re excited to offer TGI Fast Pass to the market, given the SKU proliferation
of recent years, now more than ever, retailers need product and they need it
quick, this will be a game changer in our market” says Willie Kramer, S.V.P. of
Domestic Sales. “We’re always looking for different ways to enhance our
customer service and support our business partners.”
Tire Group International has been "Selling Happiness Since 1992" by building
long-term relationships and offering top quality products through dedicated
team members. TGI is a leading supplier of quality tires and tubes, offering
over 30 different brands to wholesalers and retailers around the world.
Contact 305.455.5510 for more information on TGI Fast Pass.

About Tire Group International

Enhanced by its partnership with Transportation Resources Partners (TRP) and its affiliates the Penske Corporation (www.penske.com) and McLarty Associates
(www.maglobal.com), Tire Group International, LLC (www.tiregroup.com) has positioned itself as one of the leading organizations in the worldwide wholesale
distribution of tires and Florida’s largest independent tire wholesaler. TGI carries over 30 brands of tires, covering the entire spectrum of the tire industry. TGI also
distributes its own private labels Astro, Cosmo, Duramas, Industar, Luna and Orion; and represents many other brands including MRF, Cooper, Mastercraft,
Sumitomo, Achilles, GT Radial, Atturo, Kumho, Atlas, Dick Cepek, Kenda and Mickey Thompson. TGI also carries several brands of tubes and various lines of
automotive products. Besides TGI’s large inventory, it also has access to, literally, millions of tires worldwide, ready for direct shipment to any destination. For
more information please visit our website at www.tiregroup.com.
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